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Reaching out to all the original junglist as we bring through one the biggest Ragga Junglist in
the scene.

JACKY MURDA
Barcelona Spain
Chopstick Dubplate // Congo Natty // Little Island Records // Jing Bong Ting // Itchy and Jacky

Fresh off of working on the new Congo Natty album due to be released soon as well as remixes
for Top Cat and working on the new release for General Levy on Mad Professor's label. Jacky
Murda is making waves with his Chopstick Dubplate imprint originally in New York where he
would cut dubs for some of the biggest dancehall and reggae artists. He has made a name for
himself in the ragga jungle communinty and a home for himself in Barcelona Spain where he
has taken his sound all across Europe playing the biggest Bass festivals like Outlook and
Boomtown Fair with his unique Ragga inspired Drum and Bass and Dubstep. This is one you
won't want to miss.

ARQER & REALTIME
<Victoria & Houston
DSCI4 // Renegade Hardware // Monkey Business

If that wasn't enough we will also be using this night as a Release Party for Arqer & Realtime's
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new album "Divine Frequency". As one of the most prolific Drum & Bass producers in Houston
with big tunes on Trace's DSCI4 label and Renegade Hardware as well as their own label
Monkey Business. The new album bring some fresh styles that your sure to enjoy. Available
now on iTunes.

TUFF LION
San Antonio
Tha Purrin Lion // Blunted // X Amount Dancehall Radio

And to start the night off we bring in Tuff Lion A.K.A. Vitamin bringing some of that Old Skool
Flavor.

$5 Cover | FREE before 10 | 21+

Drink Specials throughout the night.
-

RSVP on Facebook
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